
Minutes of Parish Education Committee Meeting – October 7, 2014 
 
 
A. Call to order 

 Meeting Called to Order at 7:18 PM 

 Present: Jason Borkowski, Kevin Rokosh, Caroline Fuchs, Luisa Cenedese, Deborah Harms, Keely 
Wray, Jennifer Friesen, Derek Christo 

 Absent: Father Anthony 
 

B. Opening Prayer 

 Opening Prayer led by Caroline Fuchs 
 

C. Review of August 26, 2014 Minutes 

 Minutes of August 26, 2014 meeting were approved by email. 
 

D. Discussion Items 
1. Chairperson’s Update: 

 Education Committee Conference was on October 4.  Luisa, Deborah, and Keely attended, and 
presented a summary of the presentations given at this event. 

 Letter of request was sent to Father Anthony regarding use of the parish washrooms as 

changing facilities.  The PEC will await his response when he returns from his pilgrimage. 
 

2. Principal’s Update 

 The current enrollment is 311, although 2 more international students will be joining the school 
soon. 

 Rental of Portable(s):  The building committee is proceeding with plans to temporarily rent a 
portable due to the immediate need for extra space in the school (for the music & library 
programs) and the longer timeline that the more permanent expansion will require due to 
planning & approval procedures required by the Archdiocese.  Tim Benko, the project 
manager, has done the preliminary work to apply for a permit for the portable.  Once the 
application is completed, approval usually takes approximately 4-6 weeks.  The portable 
installation can then begin immediately.   

 
3. Parent Fundraising Group (PFG) Update 

 The walkathon (this year’s theme is ‘Fitness-a-thon’) will be held on October 10.  The deadline 
for pledge submission is Friday, October 17.  The office is requesting that each family write one 
cheque for the total amount of all pledges given to their child(ren). 

 The auction date has been set for March 7, 2015. The auction this year will celebrate the 60th 
Anniversary of CCS!  The event will reflect the music & style of the era when CCS opened with a 
1950’s ‘soc-hop’ theme.  Since CCS has now been a part of the Cloverdale community for 60 
years, we are going to extend the invitation to former CCS students & staff, past & present 
clergy, and local dignitaries. 

 Fundraising Goals: while the majority of the money raised this year will continue to go towards 
expansion of the school, some smaller projects are also being considered such as continued 
technology upgrades and replacement of windows in the school. 



 Reserved parking spots: there is a growing problem of people parking in the reserved parking 
spots that are auction prizes at the annual fundraiser.  This decreases the perceived value of the 
parking spots, and so, as auction items, become less effective fundraising vehicles. To help 
reduce the number of unauthorized people parking there, the signs will be changed so that the 
word ‘Reserved’ is more prominent, followed by the times for which the spot is reserved (M-F 
8:30-4:30).  The signs will be given numbers 1, 2, and 3 rather than putting the family names on 
them (so that the signs do not need to be replaced every year).  
 

4. Maintenance Update 

 Luisa addressed the issue of the lack of shade in the playground area.  One possibility is to plant 
trees to provide shaded areas.  Three concerns are: they could impede visibility of students on 
the playground/field/track; they would need to be planted in areas that will not be required for 
future development; their roots would need to be of the variety that do not spread outwards 
(damaging the playing field). 

 Another concern is the lack of natural light and ventilation in the Grade 6 & 7 classrooms that 
are in the westernmost section of the school.  This was formerly used as a gymnasium and when 
built, was not intended as a classroom.  Ideally, installing windows lower down on the walls 
would improve the conditions in these classrooms.  The only concern is that this may increase 
the concerns about the stability of this portion of the school in a seismic event. 

 A family with a concrete business has generously offered to install a sidewalk next to the drop-
off zone at cost.  2-3 volunteers will be required to assist with installation, which will likely 
happen in the spring. 

 Generally, there are some minor things in the school that could be improved to give a much 
better overall appearance.  One of these is the door handles on the classrooms.  Currently, the 
handles are all mis-matched.  It would greatly improve the look of the interior of the school to 
have them all be the same.  Some of the exterior doors could also use repairs or upgrades.   

 Some improvements have already been done in the Grade 2 and 5 classrooms – the tall shelves 
that divided off the cloakroom areas have been shortened so that the cloakroom area is visible 
from the rest of the classroom.  This makes the classrooms appear more spacious. 

 All tall shelves & cabinets around the school will be inspected and attached to the walls if not 
already secure. 

 Due to playground renovations several years ago (installation of the wood chip framed box), 
there is now a gap in between the asphalt and the edge of the landscape ties.  This collects dirt, 
weeds, and water, and seems to be the students’ ideal spot for placing their coats and 
backpacks.  If the maintenance budget permits, asphalt paving will be extended all the way to 
the landscape ties, properly graded to allow water to flow toward the drains. 

 Mr. Borkowski has requested that a window be installed in the door of his office. 
 

5. Family Service Update 

 There is a growing list of families who have not submitted cheques or forms for the family 
service program.  A number of incomplete packages were accepted, and now this is resulting in 
a lot of work to collect these documents & cheques.  Some ideas for next year will be to include 
the family service withdrawals on the automatic withdrawal form for tuition (less paperwork) 
and to not accept any incomplete packages. 

 The volunteer guide will be updated to reflect current volunteer opportunities, and to clarify 
what actually counts as family service hours.  

 Two proposals that will be considered at upcoming meetings are: 



o Families are often given refunds if they submit their volunteer forms after their family 
service cheques have been cashed.  The PEC will consider how many times this will be 
allowed (eg. how many times will the family be allowed to submit late forms before we 
stop giving them refunds?) 

o Should there be a ‘late-fee’ or ‘administrative fee’ that is deducted from a refund given 
because the volunteer form was submitted late? (eg. A family turning in a form after the 
cheques had been cashed would only get a $250 refund rather than the entire $300). 
 

6. Financial Report 

 Derek submitted the final budget.  Minor adjustments will be necessary to account for the slight 
increase in enrollment.  The budget has already been updated to include the rental of a portable 
and some technology upgrades.  The budget shows a slight deficit at this time, which will be able 
to be offset by fundraising profits from previous years.  Father Anthony gave his approval for the 
budget prior to leaving for his pilgrimage.  Derek introduced a motion to approve the final 
budget.  Motion was seconded by Caroline.  All in favour; none opposed; motion carried. 
 

7. Uniform Update 

 Policy recommendations submitted to the PEC at the end of last school year have been divided 
up and several will be discussed at each of the upcoming PEC meetings to allow sufficient time 
for discussion of each item, while still making decisions in a timely manner. 

 As a follow-up from the previous meeting, Caroline contacted Top Marks who agreed to 
lengthen the skirts by the requested amount.  This will result in an extra cost of $1.50 per skirt 
due to extra material.   

 Mrs. Lemire has volunteered to be the used uniform coordinator, and has organized several 
excellent used uniform sales.  For future sales, items that are not from Unimax or Top Marks will 
not be accepted for donations (or will be donated to the charity bin located on the property) 
since these items are not allowed by the uniform policy.   

 A major concern of many families was the lack of changing facilities, meaning students must 
wear their gym strip under their uniform every day they have gym class (for primary students 
this is 4 days per week).  Keely introduced a motion effective immediately and until proper 
changing facilities are available, that the gym shirt be optional for primary students (ie. they 
have the option to wear their golf shirts & red shorts for PE class).  Parents who still wish their 
child to wear the gym shirt for PE may do so, but this would no longer be required.  
Intermediate students must still have both red shorts and a CCS crested gym shirt for PE.  
Motion was seconded by Deborah.  All in favour; none opposed; motion carried.  Keely will 
inform the teachers of this change in policy, and it will also be included in the newsletter. 

 It was proposed that only navy knee socks/tights be allowed for the girls as a simple way to 
make the uniform look more similar, as well as avoid the problem of stained white socks being 
worn.  However, the uniform survey indicated a majority of the parents were happy with the 
current system of both white and navy socks.  Upon discussion, it was decided to postpone this 
decision for the time being, and wait to see if once the Unimax tunics/skirts are discontinued 
after June 2016, that the increased ‘uniformity’ of everyone wearing the same garments helps 
minimize the effect of the two sock colours.  Students attending public performances such as 
choir or band will be asked to all wear the same colour of socks for that event. 

 Another major concern raised in the uniform survey was the sloppy appearance of the red 
shorts showing under the skirts and tunics.  This problem is made worse by the length of the 
gym shorts supplied by Top Marks, which are a ‘basketball’ style, so even if a child is wearing a 
tunic/skirt that is long enough, the shorts still show underneath.  Our first step to deal with this 



issue will be to ask Top Marks if they supply a ‘soccer’ style of shorts that are not as long.  If that 
is not possible, a change of colour of the gym shorts to navy or black may be considered. 

 
E. Closing Prayer 

 Led by Caroline 
 

F. Meeting Adjourned 

 Meeting adjourned at 9:36 PM following the in-camera session 

 Next meeting Tuesday, November 18, following the 6:30PM Mass. 
 


